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Abstract— Electroencephalography (EEG) is a test from 

which we can detect abnormalities in our brain that is in the 

human brain. It is also a type of test actually which detects 

electrical activity in our brain and for detecting the electrical 

activity we are using a metal electrode. A metal electrode is 

placed on the scalp by using of electrode we can detect the 

neurons of the brain(signal). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An electroencephalogram is the graphical representation of 

the electrical activity of the brain cells (neurons that are 

picked up by the electrodes placed on the scalp. The 

instrument which is used to prepare an EEG is called 

Electroencephalograph. Hans Berger (1929) 

Successfully recorded for the first time EEG of man. 

 The neurons of the brain generate electrical impulses 

which fluctuate rhythmically in a specific manner. 

 These neurons conduct four types of waves in different 

states of nervous activity. 

These all activities can be classified as Alpha, beta, theta, and 

delta waves. 

The components of normal EEG 

1) ALPHA WAVES – A normal person produces rhythmic 

alpha waves. The range of waves is 8-13Hz waves are 

always generated from the occipital region    

2) Beta waves: An Alert wide awake person Shows un-

synchronized high-frequency EEG. Burning intense 

mental activity, beta waves originate from the frontal and 

parietal regions. The frequency is 14-30Hz. 

3) Theta waves: Theta waves occur in children as well as 

Adults under stress And Drowsy Frequency 4-7Hz. 

4) Delta waves: Higher amplitude and slower frequency 

waves called delta waves, originate when a person is in 

Deep sleep. Frequency is below 1-3Hz. 

 These brain waves are detected by the electrodes 

placed on the scalp. These electrodes are connected to an 

amplifier and recording machine which measures these 

impulses in microvolts and amplifies and recording machine 

which measures impulses in microvolts and amplifies them 

for their recording. The recording machine changes these 

electrical signals into a series of wavy lives on a moving sheet 

of graph paper 
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Recently, we have studied some reviews of artificial 

intelligence technologies, such as Machine learning and deep 

neural networks which are actually used to qualify various 

brain activities from the various learning algorithm. These 

studies suggest that designs of BCI framework and 

extractions of reliable neural technology are used to improve 

the performance of BCI learning. However, we are 

considering some traditional EEG experiments, such as 

audial, and visual stimulations, to support fatigue motor-

imagery assessment. The present future enhancement of EEG 

based on BCI to support the mainstream of AI, such as natural 

language processing(NLP), robotics, and data visualizations.    

 In this review study, we provide a comprehensive 

EEG-based BCI review to summarize the AI and including 

ML (supervised/unsupervised) and the connections to 

spotlights of the AI applications. 
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A. EEG is useful for diagnosing the following disorder  

 Mental retardation. (for IQ) 

 Brain tumor, metabolic disorder. 

 Brain damage from a head injury 

 Sleep Disorder 

 Drug over dosage 

B. EEG Device Design Technology  

1) Connection types  

2) Electrode Connection 

EEG devices require a continuous connection between all 

individual electrodes and the scalp of the individual wearing 

the device. 

 The electrode is connected by using EEG devices. 

The EEG device was placed on the scalp and connect with the 

neurons of the brain with the help of an electrode, different – 

different types of signals are recorded during the 

experiments(alpha, beta, gamma, delta). 

III. MECHANISM OF EEG 

The billions of nerve cells in the brain produce a very small 

electrical signal that forms the pattern is called a brain wave 

during the EEG small electrode and wire are attached to your 

head. The electrode detected the brain and the EEG machine 

amplified the signal and records it in a wave pattern on graph 

paper on the computer screen. It is a very effective method 

for people in the scalp positions where electrodes are placed 

as/reason indicate as frontal and prefrontal(FP), parietal(p), 

Temporal (T), Central(C), and occipital(O). 

 EEG signals can be divided into several frames 

alpha, beta, gamma, theta, and delta. 
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A. Algorithm of EEG: 

 
Empirical mode Decomposition (EMD) Algorithm.

 

Laboratory Testing of Electrophysiology 

The EEG measurements system consists of the following  

 Electrodes(either dry or wet(requires conductive media)) 

 Amplifiers with filters ( Signal conditioning circuit to 

amplify the signal and remove the artifacts) 

 Digital Oscilloscope (analyzing the signal) 

Recording Electrodes: 

For acquiring/ recording high-quality EEG signals, there exist 

different types of electrodes. The following are different 

types of electrodes for testing 

 Disposable (gel-less, and pre-gelled types)  

 Reusable disc electrodes (gold, silver, stainless steel, or 

tin) 

 Headbands and electrode caps 

 Saline-based electrodes 

 Needle electrodes  

 The common scalp electrodes are Ag-AgCl disks of 

1 to 3 mm in diameter. Whereas needle electrodes are used 

for long recordings and are invasively inserted 

 The input stage uses INA116 because it is the critical 

stage and the overall performance of the amplifier is decided 

by this stage. The feature of this IC is the “Shield” inputs. The 

influence of the shield capacitance between the electrode and 

the shield (which is considered noise) can be canceled with a 

connection of the input coaxial cable through the buffered 

guard drive pins. Thus, preventing electrostatic interference 

through the capacitive coupling between them. Additionally, 

its exceptionally high input impedance and low input bias 

current make it a suitable choice to record signals of small 

amplitude through high signal source impedance. However, 

it has only a limited slew rate (0.8 V/s ). 

 Therefore, if the gain is too high, its output may be 

distorted for fast-changing input. Therefore, the gain of the 

stage is limited to 19.5 

B. Potential Applications of EEG 

 Monitor alertness,  and  brain death 

 Locate areas of damage following head injury, 

stroke, tumor, etc. 

 Test afferent pathways (by evoked potentials) 

 Monitor cognitive engagement (alpha rhythm) 

 Produce biofeedback situations, alpha, etc. 

 Control anesthesia depth (“servo anesthesia”) 

 Investigate epilepsy and locate seizure origin 

 Test epilepsy drug effects 

 Assist in experimental cortical excision of epileptic 

focus 

 Monitor human and animal brain development 

 Test drugs for convulsive effects 

 Investigate sleep disorders and physiology 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     
 
                     

Input signal X(t) 

Identify Local Maxima and 
Minima 

Generate the upper and lower 
envelope by connecting all the local 
maxima /minima through a cubic spline 

Compute the mean of two envelopes, m(t) 

Calculate the IMF, d (t) by 
subtraction the mean from X(t) 

r(t)= x(t)-dt(t) 

X(t)=Σ di(t)+r(t) 

End 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS  

Now, a days EEG equipment become less costly and more 

accessible all over the market, In comparison to the past 

nowadays people are using it is used for commercial purposes 

and for personal uses of data. The EEG is most useful in 

evaluating patients with suspected epilepsy. The EEG is also 

helpful to know the brain infections like encephalitis, drug 

effects on the brain, sleep, disorders, dementia, brain death, 

etc. 

 In developed countries, CT scanning and MRI have 

taken the place of EEG as noninvasive means of scanning for 

focal structural abnormalities of the brain. 

 For future research, areas like biometrics and neuro-

marketing currently have little research available related to 

that, and thus may be good avenues for future study. 
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